
LONDON: The UK’s new Prime Minister Liz Truss
takes power following a “summer of discontent” and
as Britons tighten their belts in response to double-
digit inflation and soaring energy costs. Liz Truss
inherits an economy set to enter recession before
the end of the year, with double-digit inflation fore-
cast to soar further.

“We have a historically huge shock to the cost of
living and incomes,” said James Smith, research
director of the Resolution Foundation think-tank.
“The next prime minister will have to focus on the
current crisis from day one.”

Workers from refuse collectors to lawyers have
for several months been joining picket lines to push
for higher pay. The strikes have won widespread
support but at the same time infuriated some peo-
ple caught up in train cancellations, overflowing
bins and empty shelves.

The industrial unrest comes as drought in
England and Wales, exacerbated by climate change,
has parched crops, sparked wildfires and caused
trees to shed leaves early. But many households are
already shivering in anticipation of a winter of mas-
sively hiked energy prices.

“It’s summertime in the UK but the living is any-
thing but easy,” quipped the Financial Times.
“Almost nothing seems to be working in Britain,”
wrote The Economist magazine, adding: “It could
get worse”.

Inflation impact 
The Office for National Statistics this month said

its consumer price index had risen 10.1 percent in
the year since July 2021, the highest jump in 40
years. The cost of food and non-alcoholic drinks has
risen most sharply, with the biggest price hikes
basic foods such as milk, cheese and yoghurts.

This comes as inflation has created the steepest
fall in real-term wages in two decades, hitting those
on lower incomes the worst. “These price rises have

made the country worse off and many or all of us
will ultimately lose out as a result,” said the respect-
ed Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) think-tank.

In a sign of growing poverty, the number of chil-
dren eligible for free school meals is up almost 1.9
million since 2021.

‘Real hardship’ 
Meanwhile, the UK energy regulator is shortly to

allow suppliers to charge consumers vastly more, to
reflect high global wholesale prices. The UK has
some of the least energy efficient and oldest homes
in Europe and a slow rollout of green technology
such as heat pumps.

High bills will hit people across society but par-
ticularly those on low incomes with high energy
needs, said Smith of the Resolution foundation, cit-
ing large families and people with disabilities. “I
think we are going to see real hardship and even
destitution,” he warned. The poorest in Britain often
use pre-payment meters, meaning they cannot
spread energy costs across the year.

The Resolution Foundation has proposed a 30-
percent discounted “social tariff” for low- to mid-
dle-income households. While Europe is also
experiencing a big energy shock and the US is
seeing its economy overheat and high inflation,
“in a way we’ve got the worst of both worlds”,
said Smith.

The University of York has estimated that two-
thirds of UK households will be in “fuel poverty”
by January-paying over 10 percent of net income
on energy. Experts warn of severe consequences.
“In a matter of weeks, many more parents are
going to be facing impossible choices between
eating or heating.

“Yet we still do not yet have a plan from the UK
government that recognizes the urgency or scale of
this energy price crisis,” said Dan Paskins, director
of UK Impact at Save the Children.

Industrial action 
In a “hot strike summer”, numerous sectors are

demanding pay rises equal to inflation-rail and bus
workers, dockers, postal workers and even criminal
lawyers. In Scotland’s capital, Edinburgh, council
workers who remove rubbish timed a stinking strike
to coincide with the city’s globally famous arts festi-
val. Dockers have walked out at the major container
port of Felixstowe, in eastern England, in a move set
to hit supply chains.

The rise in strikes has prompted right-wing
media to draw parallels with the 1970s, when

nationwide strikes were widespread. The National
Institute of Economic and Social Research think-
tank stressed, however, that “the strikers in 2022 ...
are operating from a position of weakness”.

Only about 23 percent of the workforce is now
represented by unions, it said. Due to Brexit,
COVID and other factors, the labor market is tight,
with fewer workers than jobs.

This has hit sectors such as airports, which let
specialized staff go during the COVID, resulting in
long queues for holidaymakers and flights scrapped
from schedules. — AFP 
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LONDON: New Conservative Party leader and Britain’s Prime Minister-elect Liz Truss (left) reacts next to her hus-
band Hugh O’Leary as she hears the announcement of the winner of the Conservative Party leadership contest in
central London on September 5, 2022. — AFP
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OPEC+ agrees
oil output cut
to prop prices
VIENNA: The OPEC+ oil cartel agreed Monday to
cut production for the first time in more than a year
as it seeks to lift prices that have tumbled due to
recession fears. The move could irk the United States
as it has pressed the group to increase output in
order to bring down energy prices that have fueled
decades-high inflation. OPEC+, a 23-nation coalition
led by Saudi Arabia and Russia, had agreed to huge
cuts in output in 2020 when the Covid pandemic sent
oil prices crashing, but it began to increase produc-
tion modestly again last year as the market improved.

Oil prices soared to almost $140 a barrel in March
after Russia invaded Ukraine. But they have since
receded below $100 per barrel amid recession fears,
COVID lockdowns in major consumer China and Iran
nuclear talks that could bring Iranian crude back into
the market. While analysts had expected another
modest increase at Monday’s ministerial meeting,
OPEC+ said in a statement that it decided to reduce
output by 100,000 barrels per day in October,
returning to the production level of August.

The group also left the door open to holding talks
prior to its next scheduled meeting on October 5 “to
address market developments, if necessary”. “First
and foremost it is a clear message from the group:
OPEC+ will not allow the oil price to slide. Further
cuts will be initiated if necessary,” Bjarne Schieldrop,
chief commodities analyst at SEB research group,
told AFP.

While analysts said the cut was mostly symbolic,
oil prices rose by more than three percent following
the announcement, with the international benchmark,
Brent, exceeding $96 per barrel while the US con-
tract, WTI, reached almost $90. At its last meeting,
OPEC+ agreed to a small rise of 100,000 barrels
per day for September after US President Joe Biden
travelled to Saudi Arabia to plead for a production
bump - although it was six times lower than its pre-
vious decisions.

Energy Minister Abdulaziz bin Salman last month
had appeared to open the door to the idea of cutting
output, which has since received the support of sev-
eral member states and the cartel’s joint technical
committee. He said “volatility and thin liquidity send
erroneous signals to markets at times when clarity is
most needed”.

Craig Erlam, analyst at OANDA trading platform,
said the cut was “also a blow to President Biden as
the hike last month was viewed as a token gesture
after his visit”. “Now it’s clear how valuable that

actually was, or wasn’t as it turns out. The political
damage it caused was a waste and if anything, it
looks worse than if nothing had changed in the first
place,” Erlam said.

Caroline Bain, commodities expert at Capital
Economics, said the cut was not a total surprise
and “little more than symbolic” as OPEC+ has
struggled to meet its quotas due to lackluster pro-
duction in some of its member countries. “The big-
ger picture is that OPEC+ is producing well below
its output target and this looks unlikely to change
given that Angola and Nigeria, in particular, appear
unable to return to pre-pandemic levels of produc-
tion,” Bain said.

In efforts to curb rising oil prices, the United
States and its allies have released crude from their
emergency reserves. And in a bid to curb Russia’s
war funding, the G7 group of industrialized powers
agreed Friday to move “urgently” towards capping
the price of Russian oil. Moscow has warned that it
will no longer sell oil to countries that adopt the
unprecedented mechanism.

Another geopolitical issue is clouding the outlook.
Negotiations aimed at reviving a landmark nuclear
deal between Tehran and world powers could lead to
an easing of oil sanctions in return for curbs to the
atomic activities. However, Washington said Thursday
that Tehran’s latest response to a European Union
draft was “unfortunately... not constructive”. —AFP 

Turkey’s inflation 
stays at 80% in 
boost to Erdogan
ISTANBUL: Turkey’s official inflation rate barely
changed on Monday in a sign that a year-long crisis
that has seen prices soar by 80 percent may finally
be starting to ease.

The TUIK state statistics agency said that con-
sumer prices rose by 80.2 percent in August from a
year earlier. The figure was fractionally higher than
the 79.6 percent reported in July and only a small
bump up from the 78.6 percent reading in June.
Turkey’s prices have been steadily rising since a low
of 16.6 percent in May 2021.

The strategically important developing nation
lurched into its latest economic crisis when
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan launched an
unorthodox experiment that attempted to fight
inflation by lowering the main interest rate.
Conventional economic theory embraced by almost
every other big nation pursues the exact opposite
approach. 

But Erdogan argues that higher interest rates
contribute to price increases by making borrowing
more expensive for businesses. The president also
says that charging interest violates Islamic rules
against usury. The central bank said over the week-
end it expects the inflation rate to fall to 65 percent
by the end of the year.

Erdogan himself says prices will only start falling

in January. The crisis has seen the ruling party’s
approval ratings drop to historic lows heading into
the next general election due by June 2023.

‘Wishful thinking’ 
The increases were led by a 117-percent jump

in the cost of transportation and a rise of more
than 90 percent in the price of food and house-
hold goods. Erdogan’s government attributes
inflation to outside factors such as the global
spike in food and energy prices caused by

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
But analysts blame Erdogan’s own government

for pushing ahead with policies that have devalued
the lira by more than 50 percent in 12 months. That
has made energy imports even more expensive and
forced Turkey to strike deals with former regional
rivals in a bid to prop up its depleting hard currency
reserves. It has also prompted Turks to buy even
more dollars in a bid to preserve their eroding sav-
ing-a vicious circle that analysts warn can only be
broken with sharp interest rate hikes. —AFP

ECB poised for big 
rate hike in face 
of record inflation
FRANKFURT: After raising interest rates for
the first time in over a decade at their last
meeting, European Central Bank policymakers
are poised to deliver another bumper hike on
Thursday in a show of determination to tame
soaring inflation. Steep increases in the price of
energy in the wake of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine have heaped pressure on households
and sent the pace of consumer price rises to
new highs. Eurozone inflation hit 9.1 percent in
August, a record in the history of the single
currency and well above the two-percent rate
targeted by the ECB.

Meanwhile on Monday, the euro fell to a 20-
year low against the dollar Monday, dropping
below $0.99 as fears of a eurozone recession
grew. The ECB was unlikely to raise its rates
“with the explicit goal of strengthening the cur-
rency”, said Frederik Ducrozet, head of macro-
economic research at Pictet, but the euro’s
struggles against the greenback could “have
some bearing on its decision-making”.

The Frankfurt-based institution is playing
catch-up with other central banks in the United
States and Britain that started raising rates
harder and faster in response to inflation.

The “only question” for the ECB’s meeting
this week was “whether it will be a 50 or 75
basis point hike,” said Carsten Brzeski, head of
macro at the ING bank.

‘Determination’ 
Speaking at the annual Jackson Hole central

banking symposium at the end of August, ECB
board member Isabel Schnabel said the central
bank needed to show “determination” to tame
price rises. Under this approach, the central
bank would respond “more forcefully to the
current bout of inflation, even at the risk of low-
er growth and higher unemployment”, she said.

In her speech in the US, Schnabel stressed
the need for the people to “trust” that the ECB
will restore their purchasing power. The ECB’s
25-member governing council surprised with a
50-basis-point hike at its last meeting in July,
bringing an end to eight years of negative
interest rates in one fell swoop.

So-called forward guidance issued by the
ECB, which limited its scope for action, has
been ditched. Policymakers would now take
their decisions “meeting-by-meeting”, the
ECB President Christine Lagarde announced
in July. With that, the door has been opened
for the ECB to follow in the footsteps of the
US Federal Reserve and raise rates by a 75
basis points. — AFP 
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